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This New York Times bestseller from Dennis Lehane is a gripping, unnerving psychological
thriller about the effects of a savage killing on three former friends in a tightly knit, blue-collar
Boston neighborhood.When they were children, Sean Devine, Jimmy Marcus, and Dave Boyle
were friends. But then a strange car pulled up to their street. One boy got into the car, two did
not, and something terrible happened—something that ended their friendship and changed all
three boys forever.Twenty-five years later, Sean is a homicide detective. Jimmy is an ex-con who
owns a corner store. And Dave is trying to hold his marriage together and keep his demons at
bay —demons that urge him to do terrible things. When Jimmy’s daughter is found murdered,
Sean is assigned to the case. His investigation brings him into conflict with Jimmy, who finds his
old criminal impulses tempt him to solve the crime with brutal justice. And then there is Dave,
who came home the night Jimmy’s daughter died covered in someone else’s blood.A tense and
unnerving psychological thriller, Mystic River is also an epic novel of love and loyalty, faith and
family, in which people irrevocably marked by the past find themselves on a collision course with
the darkest truths of their own hidden selves.

Ever since blasting onto the literary scene with the Shamus Award-winning A Drink Before the
War, Dennis Lehane has been the golden boy of noir. His Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro
novels are marvels of tight pacing, dialogue so good it gets under your skin and stays there, with
dead-on portrayals of working-class Boston neighborhoods. Sure, he's the oft-proclaimed, hard-
boiled heir to Hammett and Chandler, but Lehane also takes a page from the Hemingway school
of hyper-intense writing. He pares away and pares away until he's left with the absolute
essentials--and then those essentials just explode off the page.In his five Kenzie-Gennaro
novels, the detective duo is at the nexus of Lehane's big bang. Darkly funny and just this side of
jaded, Angie and Patrick move through Dorchester's bleak streets with an assurance born of
familiarity. It's impossible to imagine these streets without the pair, or to imagine the pair away
from those streets. Mystic River, then, arrives as a bit of a gamble, as Lehane moves from the
sharp edges of portraiture to the broader strokes of landscape. No Angie, no Patrick: this
neighborhood is on its own. It's not any prettier and certainly no friendlier, and its working-class
façade still barely masks the irresistible tug of violent ways, means, and ends.Twenty-five years
ago, Dave Boyle got into a car. When he came back four days later, he was different in a way that
destroyed his friendship with Sean Devine and Jimmy Marcus. Now Sean's a cop, Jimmy's a
store owner with a prison record and mob connections, and Dave's trying hard to keep his
demons safely submerged. When Jimmy's daughter Katie is found murdered, each of the men
must confront a past that none is eager to acknowledge. Lehane tugs delicately on the strands
that weave this neighborhood together, testing for their strengths and weaknesses; this novel



seems as much anthropological case study as thriller.By turns violent and pensive, Mystic River
is vintage Lehane. How good is it? You may go in missing Angie and Patrick, but after a few
pages you won't even realize they're gone. Lehane's noir is still black magic. --Kelly Flynn--This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDennis Lehane is
the author of thirteen novels—including the New York Times bestsellers Live by Night; Moonlight
Mile; Gone, Baby, Gone; Mystic River; Shutter Island; and The Given Day—as well as Coronado,
a collection of short stories and a play. He grew up in Boston, MA and now lives in California with
his family.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers
WeeklyLehane ventures beyond his acclaimed private eye series with this emotionally
wrenching crime drama about the effects of a savage killing on a tightly knit, blue-collar Boston
neighborhood. Written with a sensitivity toward character that exceeds his previous efforts, the
story tracks the friendship of three boys from a defining moment in their childhood, when 11-
year-old Dave Boyle was abducted off the streets of East Buckingham and sexually molested by
two men before managing to escape. Boyle, Jimmy Marcus and Sean Devine grow apart as the
years pass, but a quarter century later they are thrust back together when Marcus's 19-year-old
daughter, Katie, is murdered in a local park. Marcus, a reformed master thief turned family man,
goes through a period of intense grief, followed by a thirst for revenge. Devine, now a homicide
cop assigned to the murder, tries to control his old friend while working to make sense of the
baffling case, which involves turning over the past as much as it does sifting through new
evidence. In time, Devine begins to suspect Boyle, a man of many ghoulish secrets who has led
a double life ever since the molestation. Lehane's story slams the reader with uncomfortable
images, a beautifully rendered setting and an unnerving finale. With his sixth novel, the author
has replaced the graphic descriptions of crime and violence found in his Patrick Kenzie-Angela
Gennaro series (Prayers for Rain; Gone, Baby, Gone) with a more pensive, inward view of life's
dark corners. It's a change that garners his themesAregret over life choices, the psychological
imprints of childhood, personal and professional compromiseAa richer context and his
characters a deeper exploration. Agent, Ann Rittenberg. (Feb. 6) Forecast: Given the excitement
in-house at Morrow that this is Lehane's breakthrough book, and the promotion they're placing
behind it, it stands an excellent chance of leaping straight onto the bestseller lists. A one-day
laydown, $250,000 ad-promo and an 11-city author tour, plus a blurb from Michael Connelly
designating Lehane as "the heir apparent," should provide the groundwork for explosive sales.
Rights have been sold in the U.K., France and Germany, and there will be a large-print edition as
well as an audio from Harper Audio.Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back Cover"There are threads
in our lives. You pull one, and everything else gets affected."When they were children, Sean
Devine, Jimmy Marcus, and Dave Boyle were friends. But then a strange car pulled tip to their
street. One boy got into the car, two did not, and something terrible happened — something that
ended their friendship and changed all three boys forever.Twenty-five years later, Sean Devine is
a homicide detective. Jimmy Marcus is an ex-con who owns a corner store. And Dave Boyle is



trying to hold his marriage together and keep his demons at bay — demons that urge him to do
terrible things.When Jimmy Marcus's daughter is found murdered, Sean Devine is assigned to
the case. His personal life unraveling, he must go back into a world he thought he'd left behind to
confront not only the violence, of the present but the nightmares of his past. His investigation
brings him into conflict with Jimmy Marcus, who finds that his old criminal impulses tempt him to
solve the crime with brutal justice. And then there is Dave Boyle, who came home the night
Jimmy's daughter died covered with someone else's blood.While Sean Devine attempts to use
the law to return peace and order to the neighborhood, Jimmy Marcus finds his need for
vengeance pushing him ever closer to a moral abyss from which lie wont be able to return, and
Dave's wife, Celeste, sleeps at night with a man she fears may very well be a monster. a monster
who fathered her child and hides his true nature from everyone, possibly even himself.A tense
and unnerving psychological thriller, Mystic River is also an epic novel of love and loyalty, faith
and family, in which people irrevocably marked by the past find themselves on a collision course
with the darkest truths of their own hidden selves.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistThis popular writer just keeps getting better and
better, and this sharp, intelligent, suspenseful novel is sure to win him a lot of new fans. As
children, Jimmy, Sean, and Dave have an odd kind of friendship, born more of geographical
convenience than any actual affection for one another. A quarter-century later, Sean is a Boston
police officer, Jimmy is an ex-con, and Dave is . . . well, let's just say he's got a lot of things to
hide, including the truth behind something that happened a long time ago. When Jimmy's
daughter is murdered, the three former friends are thrown together again, but this time at least
one of them apparently is bound for self-destruction. Lehane's steadily growing reputation has
been based, up until now, on his superlative Patrick Kenzie-Angie Gennaro series. Here he
proves equally adept outside the series structure. Lehane is one of the small group of crime
writers whose novels reveal a deep fascination with people, with motivation and inner turmoil
and the subtle things that make characters walk off the page. As with the best crime writers, we
rarely worry about solving a puzzle when we read Lehane. His people are too compelling for
that. It's time to stop talking about Lehane as an up-and-coming genre star and acknowledge
that he is one of our best fiction writers period. David PittCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"A powerhouse...heart-scorching...penetrating...(Lehane's) deeply scored
characterizations of the three former friends carries the soul of this story...if you really want to
know when innocence dies, just look these people in the eye." -- The New York Times Book
Review“A gut-clenching winner. . . . His ability to create crystal clear portraits of humanity and
then place them in the darker side of life is a writer’s true gift.” -- USA Today"Stylish...Mystic
River is Lehane's best book...it shimmers with great dialogue and a complex view of the world."
-- Newsweek“Menace charges the atmosphere of this crackling thriller.” -- People“A beast of a
book that at once brings so many of society’s woes into focus while maintaining a deep and
intimate portrait of its multiple characters. I think the whole cast felt this way and all got extremely



invested in Clint’s telling of it.” -- Sean Penn on Mystic River, the book and the film“I believe this
to be the best crime novel in the English language. The talent and craft at work in this fine novel
are head-reeling. Many of the paragraphs are sonnets, and the characters, both good and evil,
are among the best and most intriguing in American literature.” -- James Lee Burke (in The
Week magazine)"Dennis Lehane might be the best mystery writer we have in this country today."
-- Boston Magazine“Heartbreaking....Like Bruce Springsteen’s song ‘The River,’ Lehane’s Mystic
River looks back at what might have been, the ways in which the past impinges on the present.
And like the song, you can’t get it out of your head. “Springsteen’s narrator says, “Now those
memories come back to haunt me They haunt me like a curse Is a dream a lie if it don’t come
true Or is it something worse?” Ask Jimmy Marcus, Dave Boyle, Sean Devine. Ask Dennis
Lehane.” -- Orlando Sentinel“(Lehane is) a mystery master...a tense, insightful
whodunit...haunting.” -- New York Post“A heartbreaker.” -- Boston Herald“A spellbinding tale...a
powerfully lacerating story, by an author who knows every block of the neighborhood and every
hair on his character’s heads.” -- Kirkus Reviews“An emotionally wrenching crime drama about
the effects of a savage killing on a tightly knit, blue-collar Boston neighborhood...Lehane’s story
slams the reader with uncomfortable images, a beautifully rendered setting and an unnerving
finale.” -- Publishers Weekly (starred review) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.From the Publisher11 1.5-hour cassettes --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileWhen Scott Brick plunges into Mystic River, he
does so with artistry and grace. This is a haunting, suspenseful, psychological thriller that calls
for a multiplicity of reading talents--and Brick displays them all. One of three 11-year-olds playing
together is abducted and molested by two pedophiles, released after four days, but is never the
same person he was before. Fast-forward twenty-five years, and the daughter of one of the other
boys is savagely murdered. The slaying brings all three into a complex, dark, emotional drama,
which teaches that the past can never be totally forgotten. Brick brings it all together in an almost
perfect reading. He switches emotions in an instant. Whether a character is pleading for his life
or drowning in alcohol, his performance flows smoothly--right down to the end. Mystic River is
the kind of book that allows the performer to shine, and Brick does. A.L.H. © AudioFile 2001,
Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside FlapWhen they were children, Sean Devine,
Jimmy Marcus, and Dave Boyle were friends. But then a strange car pulled up to their street.
One boy got into the car, two did not, and something terrible happened -- something that ended
their friendship and changed all three boys forever.Twenty-five years later, Sean is a homicide
detective. Jimmy is an ex-con who owns a corner store. And Dave is trying to hold his marriage
together and keep his demons at bay -- demons that urge him to do terrible things. When
Jimmy's daughter is found murdered, Sean is assigned to the case. His investigation brings him
into conflict with Jimmy, who finds his old criminal impulses tempt him to solve the crime with
brutal justice. And then there is Dave, who came home the night Jimmy's daughter died covered
in someone else's blood.A tense and unnerving psychological thriller, Mystic River is also an



epic novel of love and loyalty, faith and family, in which people irrevocably marked by the past
find themselves on a collision course with the darkest truths of their own hidden selves.--Kirkus
Reviews --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Mystic River CDBy Dennis LehaneHarperAudioCopyright ©
2001Dennis LehaneAll right reserved.Chapter OneThe Point and the FlatsWhen Sean Devine
and Jimmy Marcus were kids, their fathers worked together at the Coleman Candy plant and
carried the stench of warm chocolate back home with them. It became a permanent character of
their clothes, the beds they slept in, the vinyl backs of their car seats. Sean's kitchen smelled like
a Fudgsicle, his bathroom like a Coleman Chew-Chew bar. By the time they were eleven, Sean
and Jimmy had developed a hatred of sweets so total that they took their coffee black for the rest
of their fives and never ate dessert.On Saturdays, Jimmy's father would drop by the Devines' to
have a beer with Sean's father. He'd bring Jimmy with him, and as one beer turned into six, plus
two or three shots of Dewar's, Jimmy and Sean would play in the backyard, sometimes with
Dave Boyle, a kid with girl's wrists and weak eyes who was always telling jokes he'd learned
from his uncles. From the other side of the kitchen window screen, they could hear the hiss of
the beer can pull-tabs, bursts of hard, sudden laughter, and the heavy snap of Zippos as Mr.
Devine and Mr. Marcus lit their Luckys.Sean's father, a foreman, had the better job. He was tall
and fair and had a loose, easy smile that Sean had seen calm his mother's anger more than a
few times, just shut it down like a switch had been flicked off inside of her. Jimmy's father loaded
the trucks. He was small and his dark hair fell over his forehead in a tangle and something in his
eyes seemed to buzz all the time. He had a way of moving too quickly; you'd blink and he was on
the other side of the room. Dave Boyle didn't have a father, just a lot of uncles, and the only
reason he was usually there on those Saturdays was because he had this gift for attaching
himself to Jimmy like lint; he'd see him leaving his house with his father, show up beside their
car, half out of breath, going "What's up, Jimmy?" " with a sad hopefulness.They all lived in East
Buckingham, just west of downtown, a neighborhood of cramped corner stores, small
playgrounds, and butcher shops where meat, still pink with blood, hung in the windows. The bars
had Irish names and Dodge Darts by the curbs. Women wore handkerchiefs tied off at the backs
of their skulls and carried mock leather snap purses for their cigarettes. Until a couple of years
ago, older boys had been plucked from the streets, as if by spaceships, and sent to war. They
came back hollow and sullen a year or so later, or they didn't come back at all. Days, the
mothers searched the papers for coupons. Nights, the fathers went to the bars. You knew
everyone; nobody except those older boys ever left.Jimmy and Dave came from the Flats, down
by the Penitentiary Channel on the south side of Buckingham Avenue. It was only twelve blocks
from -Sean's street, but the Devines were north of the Ave., part of the Point, and the Point and
the Flats didn't mix much.It wasn't like the Point glittered with gold streets and silver spoons. It
was just the Point, working class, blue collar, Chevys and Fords and Dodges parked in front of
simple A-frames and the occasional small Victorian. But people in the Point owned. People in
the Flats rented. Point families went to church, stayed together, held signs on street corners



during election months. The Flats, though, who knew what they did, living like animals
sometimes, ten to an apartment, trash in their streets -- Wellieville, Sean and his friends at Saint
Mike's called it, families living on the dole, sending their kids to public schools, divorcing. So
while Sean went to Saint Mike's Parochial in black pants, black tie, and blue shirt, Jimmy and
Dave went to the Lewis M. Dewey School on Blaxston. Kids at the Looey & Dooey got to wear
street clothes, which was cool, but they usually wore the same ones three out of five days, which
wasn't. There was an aura of grease to them-greasy hair, greasy skin, greasy collars and cuffs. A
lot of the boys had bumpy welts of acne and dropped out early. A few of the girls wore maternity
dresses to graduation.So if it wasn't for their fathers, they probably never would have been
friends. During the week, they never hung out, but they had those Saturdays, and there was
something to those days, whether they hung out in the backyard, or wandered through the gravel
dumps off Harvest Street, or hopped the subways and rode downtown-not to see anything, just
to move through the dark tunnels and hear the rattle and brake-scream of the cars as they
cornered the tracks and the lights flickered on and off -- that felt to Sean like a held breath.
Anything could happen when you were with Jimmy. If he was aware there were rules-in the
subway, on the streets, in a movie theater-he never showed it.They were at South Station once,
tossing an orange street hockey ball back and forth on the platform, and Jimmy missed Sean's
throw and the ball bounced down onto the tracks. Before it occurred to Sean that Jimmy could
even be thinking about it, Jimmy jumped off the platform and down onto the track, down there
with the mice and the rats and the third rail.People on the platform went nuts. They screamed at
Jimmy. One woman turned the color of cigar ash as she bent at the knees and yelled, Get back
up here, get back up here now, goddamnit! Sean heard a...Continues...Excerpted from Mystic
River CDby Dennis Lehane Copyright © 2001 by Dennis Lehane. Excerpted by permission.All
rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in
writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use
of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The New
YorkerBack in the seventies, two boys from the Flats, wily Jimmy Marcus and sad-eyed Dave
Boyle, hung around with Sean Devine, who lived twelve blocks away in what passed for a better
neighborhood. This Chandleresque novel really starts when their paths cross again: Sean's a
cop, Jimmy's daughter is dead, and Dave's a suspect. Lehane's theme is inevitability: once fate
has its markers in place, it doesn't fool around. A sense of foreboding provokes the book's best
heart-in-your-mouth effects, but the assignment of blame is clear long before the final
pages.Copyright © 2005 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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DedicationFor my wife, SheilaEpigraph[He] did not understand women. It wasn’t the way
bartenders or comedians didn’t understand women, it was the way poor people didn’t
understand the economy. You could stand outside the Girard Bank Building every day of your life
and never guess anything about what went on in there. That’s why, in their hearts, they’d always
rather stick up a 7-Eleven.—Pete Dexter, God’s PocketThere is no street with mute stones and
no house without echoes.—GóngoraContentsDEDICATIONEPIGRAPHI THE BOYS WHO
ESCAPED FROM WOLVES: (1975)1 THE POINT AND THE FLATS2 FOUR DAYSII SAD-EYED
SINATRAS: (2000)3 TEARS IN HER HAIR4 DON’T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE5
ORANGE CURTAINS6 BECAUSE IT’S BROKEN7 IN THE BLOOD8 OLD MACDONALD9
FROGMEN IN THE PEN10 EVIDENCE11 RED RAIN12 THE COLORS OF YOU13 LIGHTS14
AIN’T EVER GOING TO FEEL THAT AGAINIII ANGELS OF THE SILENCES15 A PERFECT
GUY16 GOOD TO SEE YOU, TOO17 A LITTLE LOOK18 WORDS HE ONCE KNEW19 WHO
THEY’D PLANNED TO BE20 WHEN SHE COMES HOME21 GOBLINSIV GENTRIFICATION22
THE HUNTING FISH23 LITTLE VINCE24 A BANISHED TRIBE25 TRUNK BOY26 LOST IN
SPACE27 WHO DO YOU LOVE?EPILOGUE JIMMY FLATS: SUNDAY28 WE’LL SAVE YOU A
PLACEAN EXCERPT FROM SINCE WE FELLPROLOGUEI: RACHEL IN THE
MIRRORACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORPRAISEBooks by Dennis
LehaneCOPYRIGHTABOUT THE PUBLISHERITHE BOYS WHO ESCAPED FROM
WOLVES(1975)1THE POINT AND THE FLATSWHEN SEAN DEVINE and Jimmy Marcus were
kids, their fathers worked together at the Coleman Candy plant and carried the stench of warm
chocolate back home with them. It became a permanent character of their clothes, the beds they
slept in, the vinyl backs of their car seats. Sean’s kitchen smelled like a Fudgsicle, his bathroom
like a Coleman Chew-Chew bar. By the time they were eleven, Sean and Jimmy had developed
a hatred of sweets so total that they took their coffee black for the rest of their lives and never ate
dessert.On Saturdays, Jimmy’s father would drop by the Devines’ to have a beer with Sean’s
father. He’d bring Jimmy with him, and as one beer turned into six, plus two or three shots of
Dewar’s, Jimmy and Sean would play in the backyard, sometimes with Dave Boyle, a kid with
girl’s wrists and weak eyes who was always telling jokes he’d learned from his uncles. From the
other side of the kitchen window screen, they could hear the hiss of the beer can pull-tabs,
bursts of hard, sudden laughter, and the heavy snap of Zippos as Mr. Devine and Mr. Marcus lit
their Luckys.Sean’s father, a foreman, had the better job. He was tall and fair and had a loose,
easy smile that Sean had seen calm his mother’s anger more than a few times, just shut it down
like a switch had been flicked off inside of her. Jimmy’s father loaded the trucks. He was small
and his dark hair fell over his forehead in a tangle and something in his eyes seemed to buzz all
the time. He had a way of moving too quickly; you’d blink and he was on the other side of the
room. Dave Boyle didn’t have a father, just a lot of uncles, and the only reason he was usually
there on those Saturdays was because he had this gift for attaching himself to Jimmy like lint;
he’d see him leaving his house with his father, show up beside their car, half out of breath, going
“What’s up, Jimmy?” with a sad hopefulness.They all lived in East Buckingham, just west of



downtown, a neighborhood of cramped corner stores, small playgrounds, and butcher shops
where meat, still pink with blood, hung in the windows. The bars had Irish names and Dodge
Darts by the curbs. Women wore handkerchiefs tied off at the backs of their skulls and carried
mock leather snap purses for their cigarettes. Until a couple of years ago, older boys had been
plucked from the streets, as if by spaceships, and sent to war. They came back hollow and
sullen a year or so later, or they didn’t come back at all. Days, the mothers searched the papers
for coupons. Nights, the fathers went to the bars. You knew everyone; nobody except those older
boys ever left.Jimmy and Dave came from the Flats, down by the Penitentiary Channel on the
south side of Buckingham Avenue. It was only twelve blocks from Sean’s street, but the Devines
were north of the Ave., part of the Point, and the Point and the Flats didn’t mix much.It wasn’t like
the Point glittered with gold streets and silver spoons. It was just the Point, working class, blue
collar, Chevys and Fords and Dodges parked in front of simple A-frames and the occasional
small Victorian. But people in the Point owned. People in the Flats rented. Point families went to
church, stayed together, held signs on street corners during election months. The Flats, though,
who knew what they did, living like animals sometimes, ten to an apartment, trash in their streets
—Wellieville, Sean and his friends at Saint Mike’s called it, families living on the dole, sending
their kids to public schools, divorcing. So while Sean went to Saint Mike’s Parochial in black
pants, black tie, and blue shirt, Jimmy and Dave went to the Lewis M. Dewey School on
Blaxston. Kids at the Looey & Dooey got to wear street clothes, which was cool, but they usually
wore the same ones three out of five days, which wasn’t. There was an aura of grease to them—
greasy hair, greasy skin, greasy collars and cuffs. A lot of the boys had bumpy welts of acne and
dropped out early. A few of the girls wore maternity dresses to graduation.So if it wasn’t for their
fathers, they probably never would have been friends. During the week, they never hung out, but
they had those Saturdays, and there was something to those days, whether they hung out in the
backyard, or wandered through the gravel dumps off Harvest Street, or hopped the subways and
rode downtown—not to see anything, just to move through the dark tunnels and hear the rattle
and brake-scream of the cars as they cornered the tracks and the lights flickered on and off—
that felt to Sean like a held breath. Anything could happen when you were with Jimmy. If he was
aware there were rules—in the subway, on the streets, in a movie theater—he never showed
it.They were at South Station once, tossing an orange street hockey ball back and forth on the
platform, and Jimmy missed Sean’s throw and the ball bounced down onto the tracks. Before it
occurred to Sean that Jimmy could even be thinking about it, Jimmy jumped off the platform and
down onto the track, down there with the mice and the rats and the third rail.People on the
platform went nuts. They screamed at Jimmy. One woman turned the color of cigar ash as she
bent at the knees and yelled, Get back up here, get back up here now, goddamnit! Sean heard a
thick rumble that could have been a train entering the tunnel up at Washington Street or could
have been trucks rolling along the street above, and the people on the platform heard it, too.
They waved their arms, whipped their heads around to look for the subway police. One guy
placed a forearm across his daughter’s eyes.Jimmy kept his head down, peering into the



darkness under the platform for the ball. He found it. He wiped some black grime off it with his
shirtsleeve and ignored the people kneeling on the yellow line, extending their hands down
toward the track.Dave nudged Sean and said, “Whew, huh?” too loud.Jimmy walked along the
center of the track toward the stairs at the far end of the platform, where the tunnel opened
gaping and dark, and a heavier rumble shook the station, and people were jumping now,
banging fists into their hips. Jimmy took his time, strolling really, then he looked back over his
shoulder, caught Sean’s eyes, and grinned.Dave said, “He’s smiling. He’s just nuts. You
know?”When Jimmy reached the first step in the cement stairs, several hands thrust down and
yanked him up. Sean watched his feet swing out and to the left and his head curl and dip to the
right, Jimmy looking so small and light in a big man’s grasp, like he was filled with straw, but
tucking that ball tight against his chest even as people grabbed at his elbow and his shin banged
off the edge of the platform. Sean felt Dave jittering beside him, lost. Sean looked at the faces of
the people pulling Jimmy up and he didn’t see worry or fear anymore, none of the helplessness
he’d seen just a minute ago. He saw rage, monsters’ faces, the features gnarled and savage, like
they were going to lean in and bite a chunk out of Jimmy, then beat him to death.They got Jimmy
up onto the platform and held him, fingers squeezed into his shoulders as they looked around for
someone to tell them what to do. The train broke through the tunnel, and someone screamed,
but then someone laughed—a shrieking cackle that made Sean think of witches around a
cauldron—because the train burst through on the other side of the station, moving north, and
Jimmy looked up into the faces of the people holding him as if to say, See?Beside Sean, Dave
let out this high-pitched giggle and threw up in his own hands.Sean looked away, wondered
where he fit in all this.THAT NIGHT Sean’s father sat him down in the basement tool room. The
tool room was a tight place of black vises and coffee cans filled with nails and screws, piles of
wood stacked neatly beneath the scarred counter that split the room in half, hammers hung in
carpenter belts like guns in holsters, a band saw blade dangling from a hook. Sean’s father, who
often worked as a handyman around the neighborhood, came down here to build his birdhouses
and the shelves he placed on the windows for his wife’s flowers. He’d planned the back porch
here, something he and his friends threw up one blistering summer when Sean was five, and he
came down here when he wanted peace and quiet, and sometimes when he was angry, Sean
knew, angry at Sean or Sean’s mother or his job. The birdhouses—baby Tudors and colonials
and Victorians and Swiss chalets—ended up stacked in a corner of the cellar, so many of them
they’d have had to live in the Ebook Tops to find enough birds who could get use out of
them.Sean sat up on the old red bar stool and fingered the inside of the thick black vise, felt the
oil and sawdust mixed in there, until his father said, “Sean, how many times I have to tell you
about that?”Sean pulled his finger back out, wiped the grease on his palm.His father picked
some stray nails up off the counter and placed them in a yellow coffee can. “I know you like
Jimmy Marcus, but if you two want to play together from now on, you’ll do it in view of the house.
Yours, not his.”Sean nodded. Arguing with his father was pointless when he spoke as quietly and
slowly as he was doing now, every word coming out of his mouth as if it had a small stone



attached to it.“We understand each other?” His father pushed the coffee can to his right, looked
down at Sean.Sean nodded. He watched his father’s thick fingers rub sawdust off the tips.“For
how long?”His father reached up and pulled a wisp of dust off a hook embedded in the ceiling.
He kneaded it between his fingers, then tossed it in the wastebasket under the counter. “Oh, a
good while, I’d say. And Sean?”“Yes, sir?”“Don’t be thinking about going to your mother on this
one. She never wants you to see Jimmy again after that stunt today.”“He’s not that bad. He’s
—”“Didn’t say he was. He’s just wild, and your mother’s had her fill of wild in her life.”Sean saw
something glint in his father’s face when he said “wild,” and he knew it was the other Billy Devine
he was seeing for a moment, the one he’d had to build out of scraps of conversation he’d
overheard from aunts and uncles. The Old Billy they called him, the “scrapper,” his uncle Colm
said once with a smile, the Billy Devine who’d disappeared sometime before Sean was born to
be replaced by this quiet, careful man with thick, nimble fingers who built too many
birdhouses.“You remember what we talked about,” his father said, and patted Sean’s shoulder in
dismissal.Sean left the tool room and walked through the cool basement wondering if what
made him enjoy Jimmy’s company was the same thing that made his father enjoy hanging out
with Mr. Marcus, drinking Saturday into Sunday, laughing too hard and too suddenly, and if that
was what his mother was afraid of.A FEW SATURDAYS LATER, Jimmy and Dave Boyle came by
the Devine house without Jimmy’s father. They knocked on the back door as Sean was finishing
breakfast, and Sean heard his mother open the door and say, “Morning to ya, Jimmy. Morning,
Dave,” in that polite voice she used around people she wasn’t sure she wanted to see.Jimmy
was quiet today. All that loopy energy seemed to have gone coiled up inside of him. Sean could
almost feel it beating against the walls of Jimmy’s chest and Jimmy swallowing against it. Jimmy
seemed smaller, darker, as if he’d pop with the prick of a pin. Sean had seen this before. Jimmy
had always been a little moody. Still, it got to Sean every time, made him wonder if Jimmy had
any control over it, or if these moods came like a sore throat or his mother’s cousins, just
dropped in whether you felt like having them over or not.Dave Boyle was at his most aggravating
when Jimmy was like this. Dave Boyle seemed to think it was his job to make sure everyone was
happy, which usually just pissed people off after a while.As they stood out on the sidewalk, trying
to decide what to do, Jimmy all wrapped in himself and Sean still waking up, all three of them
fidgeting with the day hanging out in front of them but bordered by the ends of Sean’s street,
Dave said, “Hey, why’s a dog lick its balls?”Neither Sean nor Jimmy answered. They’d heard this
one, like, a thousand times.“Because it can!” Dave Boyle shrieked, and grabbed his gut like it
was so funny it hurt.Jimmy walked over to the sawhorses, where city crews had been replacing
several squares of sidewalk. The work crews had tied yellow CAUTION tape to four sawhorses in
a rectangle, created a barricade around the new sidewalk squares, but Jimmy snapped the tape
by walking through it. He squatted at the edge, his Keds on the old sidewalk, and used a twig on
the soft pavement to carve thin lines that reminded Sean of old men’s fingers.“My dad don’t work
with yours anymore.”“How come?” Sean squatted by Jimmy. He didn’t have a stick, but he
wanted one. He wanted to do what Jimmy did, even if he didn’t know why, and even though his



father would strap his ass if he did.Jimmy shrugged. “He was smarter than them. He scared
them because he knew so much stuff.”“Smart stuff!” Dave Boyle said. “Right, Jimmy?”Right,
Jimmy? Right, Jimmy? Dave was like a parrot some days.Sean wondered how much anyone
could know about candy and why that information would be important. “What kind of stuff?”“How
to run the place better.” Jimmy didn’t sound real sure and then he shrugged. “Stuff, anyway.
Important stuff.”“Oh.”“How to run the place. Right, Jimmy?”Jimmy dug in the cement some more.
Dave Boyle found his own stick and bent over the soft cement, began drawing a circle. Jimmy
frowned and tossed his own stick aside. Dave stopped drawing, looked at Jimmy like, What’d I
do?“Know what would be cool?” Jimmy’s voice had that slight rise in it that made something in
Sean’s blood jitter, probably because Jimmy’s idea of cool was usually way different than anyone
else’s.“What?”“Driving a car.”“Yeah,” Sean said slowly.“You know”—Jimmy held his palms out,
the twig and cement forgotten—“just around the block.”“Just around the block,” Sean said.“It
would be cool, wouldn’t it?” Jimmy grinned.Sean felt a smile curl up and break wide across his
face. “It would be cool.”“It would be, like, cooler’n anything.” Jimmy jumped a foot off the ground.
He raised his eyebrows at Sean and jumped again.“It’d be cool.” Sean could already feel the big
wheel in his hand.“Yeah, yeah, yeah.” Jimmy punched Sean’s shoulder.“Yeah, yeah, yeah.” Sean
punched Jimmy’s shoulder, something rippling inside him, racing, everything getting fast and
shiny.“Yeah, yeah, yeah,” Dave said, but his punch missed Jimmy’s shoulder.For a moment,
Sean had even forgotten Dave was there. That happened a lot with Dave. Sean didn’t know
why.“Fucking serious fucking cool.” Jimmy laughed and jumped again.And Sean could see it
was already beginning to happen. They were in the front seat (Dave in the back, if he was there
at all) and moving, two eleven-year-olds driving around Buckingham, tooting the horn at their
friends, drag-racing the older kids on Dunboy Avenue, laying rubber in screeching clouds of
smoke. He could smell the air rushing through the window, feel it in his hair.Jimmy looked up the
street. “You know anyone on this street who leaves their keys in their car?”Sean did. Mr. Griffin
left them under the seat, and Dottie Fiore left them in her glove compartment, and Old Man
Makowski, the drunk who listened to Sinatra records too loud all hours of the day and night, left
them in the ignition most times.But as he followed Jimmy’s gaze and picked out the cars that he
knew held keys, Sean felt a dull ache grow behind his eyes, and in the hard sunlight bouncing off
the trunks and hoods, he could feel the weight of the street, its homes, the entire Point and its
expectations for him. He was not a kid who stole cars. He was a kid who’d go to college
someday, make something of himself that was bigger and better than a foreman or a truck
loader. That was the plan, and Sean believed that plans worked out if you were careful, if you
were cautious. It was like sitting through a movie, no matter how boring or confusing, until the
end. Because at the end, sometimes things were explained or the ending itself was cool enough
that you felt like sitting through all the boring stuff had been worth it.He almost said this to Jimmy,
but Jimmy was already moving up the street, looking in car windows, Dave running alongside
him.“How about this one?” Jimmy put his hand on Mr. Carlton’s Bel Air, and his voice was loud in
the dry breeze.“Hey, Jimmy?” Sean walked toward him. “Maybe some other time. Right?”Jimmy’s



face went all saggy and narrow. “What do you mean? We’ll do it. It’ll be fun. Fucking cool.
Remember?”“Fucking cool,” Dave said.“We can’t even see over the dashboard.”“Phone books.”
Jimmy smiled in the sunlight. “We’ll get ’em from your house.”“Phone books,” Dave said.
“Yeah!”Sean held out his arms. “No. Come on.”Jimmy’s smile died. He looked at Sean’s arms as
if he wanted to cut them off at the elbows. “Why won’t you just do something for fun. Huh?” He
tugged on the handle of the Bel Air, but it was locked. For a second, Jimmy’s cheeks jiggled and
his lower lip trembled, and then he looked in Sean’s face with a wild loneliness that Sean
pitied.Dave looked at Jimmy and then at Sean. His arm shot out awkwardly and hit Sean’s
shoulder. “Yeah, how come you don’t want to do fun things?”Sean couldn’t believe Dave had just
hit him. Dave.He punched Dave in the chest, and Dave sat down.Jimmy pushed Sean. “What the
hell you doing?”“He hit me,” Sean said.“He didn’t hit you,” Jimmy said.Sean’s eyes widened in
disbelief and Jimmy’s mimicked them.“He hit me.”“He hit me,” Jimmy said in a girl’s voice, and
pushed Sean again. “He’s my fucking friend.”“So am I,” Sean said.“So am I,” Jimmy said. “So am
I, so am I, so am I.”Dave Boyle stood up and laughed.Sean said, “Cut it out.”“Cut it out, cut it out,
cut it out.” Jimmy pushed Sean again, the heels of his hands digging into Sean’s ribs. “Make me.
You wanna make me?”“You wanna make him?” And now Dave shoved Sean.Sean had no idea
how this had happened. He couldn’t even remember what had made Jimmy mad anymore or
why Dave had been stupid enough to hit him in the first place. One second they were standing
by the car. Now they were in the middle of the street and Jimmy was pushing him, his face
screwed up and stunted, his eyes black and small, Dave starting to join in.“Come on. Make
me.”“I don’t—”Another shove. “Come on, little girl.”“Jimmy, can we just—?”“No, we can’t. You a
little pussy, Sean? Huh?”He went to shove him again but stopped, and that wild (and tired, Sean
could see that, too, suddenly) aloneness pummeled his features as he looked past Sean at
something coming up the street.It was a dark brown car, square and long like the kind police
detectives drove, a Plymouth or something, and its bumper stopped by their legs and the two
cops looked out through the windshield at them, their faces watery in the reflected trees that
swam across the glass.Sean felt a sudden lurch in the morning, a shifting in the softness of
it.The driver got out. He looked like a cop—blond crew cut, red face, white shirt, black-and-gold
nylon tie, the heft of his gut dropping over his belt buckle like a stack of pancakes. The other one
looked sick. He was skinny and tired-looking and stayed in his seat, one hand gripping his skull
through greasy black hair, staring into the side-view mirror as the three boys came around near
the driver’s door.The beefy one crooked a finger at them, then wiggled it toward his chest until
they stood in front of him. “Let me ask you something, okay?” He bent at his big belly and his
huge head filled Sean’s vision. “You guys think it’s okay to fight in the middle of the street?”Sean
noticed a gold badge clipped to the belt buckle beside the big man’s right hip.“What’s that?” The
cop cupped a hand behind his ear.“No, sir.”“No, sir.”“No, sir.”“A pack of punks, huh? That what
you are?” He jerked his big thumb back at the man in the passenger seat. “Me and my partner,
we’ve had our fill of you East Bucky punks scaring decent people off the street. You know?”Sean
and Jimmy didn’t say anything.“We’re sorry,” Dave Boyle said, and looked like he was about to



cry.“You kids from this street?” the big cop asked. His eyes scanned the homes on the left side of
the street like he knew every occupant, would bag them if they lied.“Yup,” Jimmy said, and
looked back over his shoulder at Sean’s house.“Yes, sir,” Sean said.Dave didn’t say
anything.The cop looked down at him. “Huh? You say something, kid?”“What?” Dave looked at
Jimmy.“Don’t look at him. Look at me.” The big cop breathed loudly through his nostrils. “You live
here, kid?”“Huh? No.”“No?” The cop bent over Dave. “Where you live, son?”“Rester Street.” Still
looking at Jimmy.“Flats trash in the Point?” The cop’s cherry-red lips swiveled as if he were
sucking a lollipop. “That can’t be good for business, can it?”“Sir?”“Your mother home?”“Yes, sir.”
A tear fell down Dave’s cheek and Sean and Jimmy looked away.“Well, we’re going to have a talk
with her, tell her what her punk kid’s been up to.”“I don’t…I don’t…” Dave blubbered.“Get in.” The
cop opened up the back door and Sean caught a whiff of apples, a sharp, October scent.Dave
looked at Jimmy.“Get in,” the cop said. “Or you want I should throw the cuffs on you?”“I
—”“What?” The cop sounded pissed now. He slapped the top of the open door. “Get the fuck
inside.”Dave climbed into the backseat, bawling.The cop pointed a stubby finger at Jimmy and
Sean. “Go tell your mothers what you been up to. And don’t let me catch you shits fighting on my
streets again.”Jimmy and Sean stepped back, and the cop hopped in his car and drove off. They
watched it reach the corner and then turn right, Dave’s head, darkened by distance and
shadows, looking back at them. And then the street was empty again, seemed to have gone
mute with the slam of the car door. Jimmy and Sean stood where the car had been, looked at
their feet, up and down the street, anywhere but at each other.Sean got that lurching sensation
again, this time accompanied by the taste of dirty pennies in his mouth. His stomach felt as if a
spoon had hollowed it out.Then Jimmy said it:“You started it.”“He started it.”“You did. Now he’s
screwed. His mother’s soft in the head. No telling what she’ll do two cops bring him home.”“I
didn’t start it.”Jimmy pushed him, and Sean pushed back this time, and then they were on the
ground, rolling around, punching each other.“Hey!”Sean rolled off Jimmy and they both stood
up, expecting to see the two cops again but seeing Mr. Devine instead, coming down the front
steps toward them.“The hell you two doing?”“Nothing.”“Nothing.” Sean’s father frowned as he
reached the sidewalk. “Get out of the middle of the street.”They reached the sidewalk beside
him.“Weren’t there three of you?” Mr. Devine looked up the street. “Where’s
Dave?”“What?”“Dave.” Sean’s father looked at Sean and Jimmy. “Wasn’t Dave with you?”“We
were fighting in the street.”“What?”“We were fighting in the street and the cops came.”“When
was this?”“Like five minutes ago.”“Okay. So, the cops came.”“And they picked Dave up.”Sean’s
father looked up and down the street again. “They what? They picked him up?”“To take him
home. I lied. I said I lived here. Dave said he lived in the Flats, and they—”“What are you talking
about? Sean, what’d the cops look like?”“Huh?”“Were they wearing uniforms?”“No. No, they
—”“Then how’d you know they were cops?”“I didn’t. They…”“They what?”“He had a badge,”
Jimmy said. “On his belt.”“What kind of badge?”“Gold?”“Okay. But what’d it say on
it?”“Say?”“The words. Were there words you could read?”“No. I don’t know.”“Billy?”They all
looked up at Sean’s mother standing on the porch, her face tight and curious.“Hey, honey? Call



the police station, all right? See if any detectives would have picked up a kid for fighting on this
street.”“A kid.”“Dave Boyle.”“Oh, Jesus. His mother.”“Let’s hold off on that. Okay? Let’s just see
what the police say. Right?”Sean’s mother went back inside. Sean looked at his father. He didn’t
seem to know where to put his hands. He put them in his pockets, then he pulled them out,
wiped them on his pants. He said, “I’ll be damned,” very softly, and he looked down to the end of
the street as if Dave hovered at the corner, a dancing mirage just beyond Sean’s field of vision.“It
was brown,” Jimmy said.“What?”“The car. It was dark brown. Like a Plymouth, I think.”“Anything
else?”Sean tried to picture it, but he couldn’t. He could see it only as something that had blocked
his vision, not entered it. It had obscured Mrs. Ryan’s orange Pinto and the lower half of her
hedges, but Sean couldn’t see the car itself.“It smelled like apples,” he said.“What?”“Like apples.
The car smelled like apples.”“It smelled like apples,” his father said.AN HOUR LATER, in Sean’s
kitchen, two other cops asked Sean and Jimmy a bunch of questions, and then a third guy
showed up and drew sketches of the men in the brown car based on what Jimmy and Sean told
them. The big blond cop looked meaner on the sketch pad, his face even bigger, but otherwise it
was him. The second guy, the one who’d kept his eyes on the side-view, didn’t look much like
anything at all, a blur with black hair really, because Sean and Jimmy couldn’t remember him too
well.Jimmy’s father showed up and stood in the corner of the kitchen looking mad and
distracted, his eyes watery, weaving a bit as if the wall kept moving behind him. He didn’t speak
to Sean’s father, and no one spoke to him. With his usual capacity for sudden movement muted,
he seemed smaller to Sean, less real somehow, like if Sean looked away he’d look back to find
him dissolved into the wallpaper.After they’d gone over it four or five times, everyone left—the
cops, the guy who’d drawn on the pad, Jimmy and his father. Sean’s mother went into her
bedroom and shut the door, and Sean could hear muffled crying a few minutes later.He sat out
on the porch and his father told him he hadn’t done anything wrong, that he and Jimmy were
smart not to have gotten in that car. His father patted his knee and said things would turn out
fine. Dave will be home tonight. You’ll see.His father shut up then. He sipped his beer and sat
with Sean, but Sean could feel he’d drifted away on him, was maybe in the back bedroom with
Sean’s mother, or down in the cellar building his birdhouses.Sean looked up the street at the
rows of cars, the shiny glint of them. He told himself that this—all of this—was part of some plan
that made sense. He just couldn’t see it yet. He would someday, though. The adrenaline that had
been rushing through his body since Dave had been driven away and he and Jimmy had rolled
on the street fighting finally flushed out through his pores like waste.He saw the place where he,
Jimmy, and Dave Boyle had fought by the Bel Air and he waited for the new hollow spaces
formed as the adrenaline had left his body to fill back in. He waited for the plan to re-form and
make sense. He waited and watched the street and felt its hum and waited some more until his
father stood up and they went back inside.JIMMY WALKED BACK to the Flats behind the old
man. The old man weaved slightly and smoked his cigarettes down to pinched ends and talked
to himself under his breath. When they got home, his father might give him a beating, might not,
it was too close to tell. After he’d lost his job, he’d told Jimmy never to go to the Devines’ house



again, and Jimmy figured he’d have to pay up for breaking that rule. But maybe not today. His
father had that sleepy drunkenness about him, the kind that usually meant he would sit at the
kitchen table when they got home and drink until he fell asleep with his head on his arms.Jimmy
kept a few steps behind him, just in case, though, and tossed the ball up into the air, caught it in
the baseball glove he’d stolen from Sean’s house while the cops had been saying their good-
byes to the Devines and nobody had even said a word to Jimmy and his father as they’d headed
down the hallway toward the front door. Sean’s bedroom door had been open, and Jimmy’d seen
the glove lying on the floor, ball wrapped inside, and he’d reached in and picked it up, and then
he and his father were through the front door. He had no idea why he’d stolen the glove. It wasn’t
for the wink of surprised pride he’d seen in the old man’s eyes when he’d picked it up. Fuck that.
Fuck him.It had something to do with Sean hitting Dave Boyle and pussying out on stealing the
car and some other things over the year they’d been friends, that feeling Jimmy got that
whatever Sean gave him—baseball cards, half a candy bar, whatever—came in the form of a
handout.When Jimmy had first picked up the glove and walked away with it, he’d felt elated. He’d
felt great. A little later, as they were crossing Buckingham Avenue, he’d felt that familiar shame
and embarrassment that came whenever he stole something, an anger at whatever or whoever
made him do these things. Then a little later, as they walked down Crescent and into the Flats,
he felt a stab of pride as he looked at the shitty three-deckers and then the glove in his
hand.Jimmy took the glove and he felt bad about it. Sean would miss it.Jimmy watched his father
stumble ahead of him, the old fuck looking like he’d crumple and turn into a puddle of himself
any second, and he hated Sean.He hated Sean and he’d been dumb to think they could have
been friends, and he knew he’d hold on to this glove for the rest of his life, take care of it, never
show it to anyone, and he’d never, not once, use the goddamn thing. He’d die before that
happened.Jimmy looked at the Flats spread out before him as he and the old man walked under
the deep shade of the el tracks and neared the place where Crescent bottomed out and the
freight trains rumbled past the old, ratty drive-in and the Penitentiary Channel beyond, and he
knew—deep, deep in his chest—that they’d never see Dave Boyle again. Where Jimmy lived, on
Rester, they stole things all the time. Jimmy had had his Big Wheel stolen when he was four, his
bike when he was eight. The old man had lost a car. And his mother had started hanging clothes
inside to dry after so many had been ripped off the line in the backyard. You felt different when
something was stolen as opposed to simply misplaced. You felt it in your chest that it was never
coming back. That’s how he felt about Dave. Maybe Sean, right now, was feeling that way about
his baseball glove, standing over the empty space on the floor where it had been, knowing,
beyond logic, that it was never, ever, coming back.Too bad, too, because Jimmy had liked Dave,
although he couldn’t put his finger on why most times. Just something about the kid, maybe the
way he’d always been there, even if half the time you didn’t notice him.2FOUR DAYSAS IT
TURNED OUT, Jimmy was wrong.Dave Boyle returned to the neighborhood four days after he’d
disappeared. He came back riding in the front seat of a police car. The two cops who brought
him home let him play with the siren and touch the butt of the shotgun locked down beneath the



dash. They gave him an honorary badge, and when they delivered him to his mother’s house on
Rester Street, reporters from the papers and TV were there to capture the moment. One of the
cops, an Officer Eugene Kubiaki, lifted Dave out of the cruiser and swung Dave’s legs high over
the pavement before placing him down in front of his weeping, giggling, shaking mother.There
was a crowd out on Rester Street that day—parents, kids, a mailman, the two roly-poly Pork
Chop Brothers who owned the sub shop on the corner of Rester and Sydney, and even Miss
Powell, Dave and Jimmy’s fifth-grade teacher at the Looey & Dooey. Jimmy stood with his
mother. His mother held the back of his head to her midsection and kept a damp palm clamped
to his forehead, as if she were checking to make sure he hadn’t caught whatever Dave had, and
Jimmy felt a twinge of jealousy as Officer Kubiaki swung Dave above the sidewalk, the two of
them laughing like old friends as pretty Miss Powell clapped her hands.I almost got in that car,
too, Jimmy wanted to tell someone. He wanted to tell Miss Powell more than anyone. She was
beautiful and so clean, and when she laughed you could see that one of her upper teeth was
slightly crooked, and that made her even more beautiful to Jimmy. Jimmy wanted to tell her he’d
almost gotten in that car and see if her face would fill with the look she was giving Dave now. He
wanted to tell her that he thought about her all the time, and in his thoughts he was older and
could drive a car and take her to places where she smiled at him a lot and they ate a picnic lunch
and everything he said made her laugh and expose that tooth and touch his face with her
palm.Miss Powell was uncomfortable here, though. Jimmy could tell. After she’d said a few
words to Dave and touched his face and kissed his cheek—she kissed him twice—other people
moved in, and Miss Powell stepped aside and stood on the cracked sidewalk looking up at the
leaning three-deckers and their tar paper curling up to expose the wood underneath, and she
seemed younger and yet harder to Jimmy at the same time, as if there was something suddenly
nunnish about her, touching her hair to feel for her habit, button nose twitching and ready to
judge.Jimmy wanted to go to her, but his mother was still holding him tight, ignoring his squirms,
and then Miss Powell walked to the corner of Rester and Sydney and Jimmy watched her wave
desperately to someone. A hippie-looking guy pulled up in a hippie-looking yellow convertible
with faded purple flower petals painted on the sunbaked doors, and Miss Powell climbed in the
car and they drove off, Jimmy thinking, No.He finally wrenched free of his mother’s hold. He
stood in the middle of the street, watching the crowd surround Dave, and he wished he’d gotten
in that car, if only so he could feel some of the adoration Dave was feeling, see all those eyes
looking at him like he was something special.It turned into a big party on Rester Street, everyone
running from camera to camera, hoping they’d get on TV or see themselves in the morning
papers—Yeah, I know Dave, he’s my best friend, grew up with him, you know, great kid, thank
the good Lord he’s okay.Someone opened a hydrant and the water jetted out onto Rester like a
sigh of relief, and kids tossed their shoes to the gutter and rolled up their pants and danced in
the gushing water. The ice cream truck rolled in, and Dave got to pick whatever he wanted, on
the house, and even Mr. Pakinaw, a nasty old widower who fired a BB rifle at squirrels (and kids,
too, sometimes, if their parents weren’t looking) and screamed all the time for people to just be



fucking quiet, will ya—he opened up his windows and put his speakers up against the screens
and next thing you know, Dean Martin was singing “Memories Are Made of This” and “Volare”
and a lot of other shit Jimmy would normally puke if he heard, but today, it fit. Today the music
floated down Rester like bright streams of crepe paper. It mixed with the loud gush of water from
the hydrant. Some of the guys who ran the card game in the back of the Pork Chop Brothers’
store brought out a folding table and a small grill, and pretty soon someone else carted out some
coolers filled with Schlitz and Narragansett, and the air turned fat with the smell of grilled hot
dogs and Italian sausage, the wafting, smoky, charred smell and the whiff of open beer cans
making Jimmy think of Fenway Park and summer Sundays and that tight joy you got in your
chest when the adults kicked back and acted more like kids, everyone laughing, everyone
looking younger and lighter and happy to be around each other.This was what Jimmy, even in
the pit of his blackest hates after a beating from the old man or the theft of something he’d cared
about—this was what he loved about growing up here. It was the way people could suddenly
throw off a year of aches and complaints and split lips and job worries and old grudges and just
let loose, like nothing bad had ever happened in their lives. On St. Pat’s or Buckingham Day,
sometimes on the Fourth of July, or when the Sox were playing well in September, or, like now,
when something collectively lost had been found—especially then—this neighborhood could
erupt into a kind of furious delirium.Not like up in the Point. In the Point they had block parties,
sure, but they were always planned, the necessary permits obtained, everyone making sure
everyone else was careful around the cars, careful on the lawns—Watch it, I just painted that
fence.In the Flats, half the people didn’t have lawns, and the fences sagged, so what the fuck.
When you wanted to party, you partied, because, shit, you sure as hell deserved it. No bosses
here today. No welfare investigators or loan shark muscle. And as for the cops—well, there were
the cops now, partying along with everyone else, Officer Kubiaki helping himself to a hot-’n’-
spicy sausage spuckie off the grill, and his partner pocketing a beer for later. The reporters had
all gone home and the sun was starting to set, giving the street that time-for-dinner glow, but
none of the women were cooking, and no one was going inside.Except for Dave. Dave was
gone, Jimmy realized when he stepped out of the hydrant spray and squeezed out his pant cuffs
and put his T-shirt back on as he waited in line for a hot dog. Dave’s party was in full swing, but
Dave must have gone back in his house, his mother, too, and when Jimmy looked at their
second-story windows, the shades were drawn and lonely.Those drawn shades made him think
of Miss Powell for some reason, of her climbing in that hippie-looking car, and it made him feel
grimy and sad to remember watching her curve her right calf and ankle into the car before she’d
closed the door. Where was she going? Was she driving on the highway right now, the wind
streaming through her hair like the music streamed down Rester Street? Was the night closing in
on them in that hippie car as they drove off to…where? Jimmy wanted to know, but then he
didn’t want to know. He’d see her in school tomorrow—unless they gave everyone a day off from
school, too, to celebrate Dave’s return—and he’d want to ask her, but he wouldn’t.Jimmy took
his hot dog and sat down on the curb across from Dave’s house to eat it. When he was about



halfway through the dog, one of the shades rolled up and he saw Dave standing in the window,
staring down at him. Jimmy held up his half-eaten hot dog in recognition, but Dave didn’t
acknowledge him, even when he tried a second time. Dave just stared. He stared at Jimmy, and
even though Jimmy couldn’t see his eyes, he could sense blankness in them. Blankness, and
blame.Jimmy’s mother sat down beside him on the curb, and Dave stepped away from the
window. Jimmy’s mother was a small, thin woman with the palest hair. For someone so thin, she
moved as if she carried stacks of brick on each shoulder, and she sighed a lot and in such a way
that Jimmy wasn’t positive she knew the sound was coming out of her. He would look at pictures
of her that had been taken before she’d become pregnant with him, and she looked a lot less
thin and so much younger, like a teenage girl (which, when he did the math, was exactly what
she’d been). Her face was rounder in the pictures, with no lines by the eyes or on the forehead,
and she had this beautiful, full smile that seemed just slightly frightened, or maybe curious,
Jimmy could never tell for sure. His father had told him a thousand times that Jimmy had almost
killed her coming out, that she’d bled and bled until the doctors were worried she might never
stop bleeding. It had wiped her out, his father had said. And, of course, there would be no more
babies. No one wanted to go through that again.She put her hand on Jimmy’s knee and said,
“How you doing, G.I. Joe?” His mother was always calling him by different nicknames, often
made up on the spot, Jimmy half the time not knowing who the name referred to.He shrugged.
“You know.”“You didn’t say anything to Dave.”“You wouldn’t let me move, Ma.”His mother lifted
her hand back off his knee and hugged herself in the chill that was deepening with the dark. “I
meant after. When he was still outside.”“I’ll see him tomorrow in school.”Her mother fished in the
pocket of her jeans for her Kents and lit one, blew the smoke out in a rush. “I don’t think he’ll be
going in tomorrow.”Jimmy finished his hot dog. “Well, soon, then. Right?”His mother nodded and
blew some more smoke out of her mouth. She cupped her elbow in her hand and smoked and
looked up at Dave’s windows. “How was school today?” she said, though she didn’t seem real
interested in an answer.Jimmy shrugged. “Okay.”“I met that teacher of yours. She’s cute.”Jimmy
didn’t say anything.“Real cute,” his mother repeated into a gray ribbon of exhaled smoke.Jimmy
still didn’t say anything. Most of the time he didn’t know what to say to his parents. His mother
was worn out so much. She stared off at places Jimmy couldn’t see and smoked her cigarettes,
and half the time didn’t hear him until he’d repeated himself a couple times. His father was
pissed off usually, and even when he wasn’t and could be kind of fun, Jimmy would know that he
could turn into a pissed-off drunk guy any second, give Jimmy a whack for saying something he
might have laughed at half an hour before. And he knew that no matter how hard he tried to
pretend otherwise, he had both his father and mother inside of him—his mother’s long silences
and his father’s sudden fits of rage.When Jimmy wasn’t wondering what it would be like to be
Miss Powell’s boyfriend, he sometimes wondered what it would be like to be her son.His mother
was looking at him now, her cigarette held up by her ear, her eyes small and searching.“What?”
he said, and gave her an embarrassed smile.“You got a great smile, Cassius Clay.” She smiled
back at him.“Yeah?”“Oh, yeah. You’re gonna be a heartbreaker.”“Uh, okay,” Jimmy said, and they



both laughed.“You could talk a little more,” his mother said.You could, too, Jimmy wanted to
say.“That’s okay, though. Women like the silent type.”Over his mother’s shoulder, Jimmy saw his
father stumble out of the house, his clothes wrinkled and his face puffy with sleep or booze or
both. His father looked at the party going on in front of him like he couldn’t imagine where it had
come from.His mother followed Jimmy’s gaze and when she looked back at him, she was worn
out again, the smile gone so completely from her face, you’d have been surprised she knew how
to make one. “Hey, Jim.”He loved it when she called him “Jim.” It made him feel like they were in
on something together.“Yeah?”“I’m real glad you didn’t get in that car, baby.” She kissed his
forehead and Jimmy could see her eyes glistening, and then she stood up and walked over to
some of the other mothers, kept her back to her husband.Jimmy looked up and saw Dave in the
window staring down at him again, a soft yellow light on somewhere in the room behind him now.
This time, Jimmy didn’t even try to wave back. With the police and reporters all gone now, and
the party so deep in swing no one probably remembered what had started it, Jimmy could feel
Dave in that apartment, alone except for his crazy mother, surrounded by brown walls and weak
yellow lights as the party throbbed on the street below.And he was glad, too, once again, that he
hadn’t gotten in that car.Damaged goods. That’s what Jimmy’s father had said to his mother last
night: “Even if they find him alive, the kid’s damaged goods. Never be the same.”Dave raised a
single hand. He held it up by his shoulder and didn’t move it for a long time, and as Jimmy waved
back, he felt a sadness weed its way into him and go deep and then spread out in small waves.
He didn’t know whether the sadness had something to do with his father, his mother, Miss
Powell, this place, or Dave holding that hand so steady as he stood in the window, but whatever
caused it—one of those things or all of them—it would never, he was sure, come back out again.
Jimmy, sitting on the curb, was eleven years old, but he didn’t feel it anymore. He felt old. Old as
his parents, old as this street.Damaged goods, Jimmy thought, and let his hand drop back to his
lap. He watched Dave nod at him and then pull down the shade to go back inside that too-quiet
apartment with its brown walls and ticking clocks, and Jimmy felt the sadness take root in him,
nestle up against his insides as if finding a warm home, and he didn’t even try to wish it back out
again, because some part of him understood that there was no point.He got up off the curb, not
sure for a second what he meant to do. He felt that itchy, antsy need to either hit something or do
something new and nutty. But then his stomach growled, and he realized he was still hungry, so
he headed back for another hot dog, hoping they still had some left.FOR A FEW DAYS, Dave
Boyle became a minor celebrity, and not just in the neighborhood, but throughout the state. The
headline the next morning in the Record American read LITTLE BOY LOST/LITTLE BOY
FOUND. The photograph above the fold showed Dave sitting on his stoop, his mother’s thin
arms draped across his chest, a bunch of smiling kids from the Flats mugging for the camera on
either side of Dave and his mother, everyone looking just happy as can be, except for Dave’s
mother, who looked like she’d just missed her bus on a cold day.The same kids who’d been with
him on the front page started calling him “freak boy” within a week at school. Dave would look in
their faces and see a spite he wasn’t sure they understood any better than he did. Dave’s mother



said they probably got it from their parents and don’t you pay them any mind, Davey, they’ll get
bored and forget all about it and be your friends next year.Dave would nod and wonder if there
was something about him—some mark on his face that he couldn’t see—which made everyone
want to hurt him. Like those guys in the car. Why had they picked him? How had they known he’d
climb in that car, and that Jimmy and Sean wouldn’t? Looking back, that’s how it seemed to
Dave. Those men (and he knew their names, or at least the names they’d called each other, but
he couldn’t bring himself to use them) had known Sean and Jimmy wouldn’t have gotten into
that car without a fight. Sean would have run for his house, screaming, probably, and Jimmy—
they’d have had to knock Jimmy cold to get him inside. The Big Wolf had even said it a few hours
into their drive: “You see that kid in the white T-shirt? Way he looked at me, no real fear, no
nothing? Kid’s gonna fuck someone up someday, not lose a night of sleep over it.”His partner,
the Greasy Wolf, had smiled. “I like a little fight.”Big Wolf shook his head. “He’d bite your thumb
off just pulling him into the car. Clean off, the little fucker.”It helped to give them dopey names:
Big Wolf and Greasy Wolf. It helped Dave to see them as creatures, wolves hidden under
costumes of human skin, and Dave himself as a character in a story: the Boy Taken by Wolves.
The Boy Who Escaped and made his way through the damp woods to an Esso station. The Boy
Who’d Remained Calm and Crafty, always looking for a way out.In school, though, he was just
the Boy Who Got Stolen, and everyone let their imaginations run as to what had happened
during those four lost days. In the bathroom one morning, a seventh-grader named Junior
McCaffery sidled up to the urinal beside Dave and said, “Did they make you suck it?” and all his
seventh-grader friends had started laughing and making kissing noises.Dave zipped his fly with
trembling fingers, his face red, and turned to face Junior McCaffery. He tried to put a mean look
in his eyes, and Junior frowned and slapped him across the face.You could hear the sound of it
echo in the bathroom. One seventh-grader gasped like a girl.Junior said, “You got something to
say, queer? Huh? You want me to hit you again, faggot?”“He’s crying,” someone said.“He is,”
Junior McCaffery shrieked, and Dave’s tears fell harder. He felt the numbness in his face turn
into a sting, but it wasn’t the pain that bothered him. Pain had never bothered him all that much,
and he’d never cried from it, not even when he’d crashed his bike and sliced his ankle open on
the pedal as he fell, and that had taken seven stitches to close. It was the range of emotions he
could feel pouring from the boys in the bathroom that cut into him. Hate, disgust, anger,
contempt. All directed at him. He didn’t understand why. He’d never bothered anyone his whole
life. Yet they hated him. And the hate made him feel orphaned. It made him feel putrid and guilty
and tiny, and he wept because he didn’t want to feel that way.They all laughed at his tears. Junior
danced around for a moment, his face twisted up in rubbery contortions as he aped Dave’s
blubbering. When Dave finally got it under control, reduced it to a few sniffles, Junior slapped
him again, the same place, just as hard.“Look at me,” Junior said as Dave felt a fresh burst of
tears explode from his eye sockets. “Look at me.”Dave looked up at Junior, hoping to see
compassion or humanity or even pity—he’d take pity—in his face, but all he saw was an angry,
laughing glare.“Yeah,” Junior said, “you sucked it.”He feinted another slap at Dave and Dave



dropped his head and cringed, but Junior was walking away with his friends, all of them laughing
as they left the bathroom.Dave remembered something Mr. Peters, a friend of his mother’s who
slept over occasionally, once said to him: “Two things you never take from a man—his spit or his
slap. They’re both worse than a punch, and a man does that to you, you try to kill him if you
can.”Dave sat down on the bathroom floor and wished he had that in himself—the will to kill
someone. He’d start with Junior McCaffery, he supposed, and move on to Big Wolf and Greasy
Wolf, if he ever ran into them again. But, truth was, he just didn’t think he could. He didn’t know
why people were mean to other people. He didn’t understand. He didn’t understand.After the
bathroom incident, word seemed to come down from on high or something and spread through
the school, so that everyone from the third grade on up had heard about what Junior McCaffery
did to Dave and how Dave had responded. A judgment was arrived at, and Dave found that even
the few classmates who’d been his sort-of friends after he’d first returned to school started
treating him like a leper.Not all of them muttered “Homo” when he passed in the hall or used their
tongues to push against the insides of their cheeks. In fact, a good number of Dave’s fellow
students just ignored him. But in a way, that was worse. He felt marooned by the silence.If they
ran into each other as they left their houses, Jimmy Marcus would sometimes walk silently
alongside him to school because it would have been awkward not to, and he’d say, “Hey,” when
he passed him in the hall or bumped into him on the line heading into class. Dave could see
some odd mix of pity and embarrassment in Jimmy’s face those times their eyes met, as if
Jimmy wanted to say something but couldn’t put it into words—Jimmy, at the best of times, never
having been much of a talker unless he was suddenly itching with some insane idea to jump
down on train tracks or steal a car. But it felt to Dave as if their friendship (and Dave wasn’t sure,
in truth, that they’d ever really been friends; he remembered with a small shame all those times
he’d had to press his companionship on Jimmy) had died when Dave climbed in that car and
Jimmy had stayed planted on the street.Jimmy, as it turned out, wouldn’t be in school with Dave
much longer, so even those walks together could eventually be avoided. At school, Jimmy had
always hung out with Val Savage, a small, chimp-brained psycho who’d been kept back twice
and could turn into this spinning, whirling dust storm of violence that scared the shit out of just
about everyone, teachers and students alike. The joke about Val (though never spoken if he was
around) was that his parents didn’t save for his college fund, they saved for his bail fund. Even
before Dave had gotten in that car, Jimmy had always hung with Val once they reached school.
Sometimes he’d allow Dave to tag along with them as they raided the cafeteria kitchen for
snacks or found a new roof to climb, but after the car Dave was even shut out of that. When he
wasn’t hating him for his sudden exile, Dave noticed that the dark cloud that sometimes seemed
to hover over Jimmy had become a permanent thing, like a reverse halo. Jimmy just seemed
older lately, sadder.He’d finally steal a car, though. It was almost a year after their first attempt on
Sean’s street, and it got Jimmy expelled from the Looey & Dooey and bused halfway across the
city to the Carver School so he could find out what life was like for a white kid from East Bucky in
a mostly black school. Val would get bused along with him, though, and Dave heard that the two



of them soon became the terror of the Carver, two white kids so crazy they didn’t know how to be
scared.The car was a convertible. Dave heard rumors that it belonged to a friend of one of the
teachers, though he never found out which one. Jimmy and Val stole it off the school lot while the
teachers and their spouses and friends were having a year-end party in the faculty lounge after
school. Jimmy was driving, and he and Val took it for a hell of a spin around Buckingham,
beeping the horn and waving to girls, and gunning the engine until a police cruiser spotted them
and they ended up totaling the car against a Dumpster behind the Zayres in Rome Basin. Val
twisted an ankle getting out of the car, and Jimmy, already halfway up a fence that led to a
vacant lot, came back to help him, Dave always seeing it in his mind as part war movie—the
valiant soldier going back to rescue his fallen buddy, bullets flying all around them (though Dave
doubted the cops had been shooting, it made it seem cooler). The cops got both of them right
there, and they spent a night in Juvie. They were allowed to finish sixth grade, since there were
only a few days left in the year, and then their families were told they had to look elsewhere for
the boys’ schooling.Dave hardly saw Jimmy after that, maybe once or twice a year until they
reached their teens. Dave’s mother wouldn’t let him leave the house anymore, except to go back
and forth from school. She was convinced those men were still out there, waiting, driving that car
that smelled of apples, and homing in on Dave like heat-seeking missiles.Dave knew they
weren’t. They were wolves, after all, and wolves sniffed the night for the nearest, lamest prey,
and then they hunted it down. They visited his mind more often now, though, the Big Wolf and
the Greasy Wolf, along with visions of what they’d done to him. The visions rarely attacked
Dave’s dreams, but they slipped up on him in the terrible quiet of his mother’s apartment, in the
long stretches of silence during which he’d try to read comic books or watch TV or stare out the
window at Rester Street. They came, and Dave would try to shut them out by closing his eyes,
and trying not to remember that Big Wolf’s name had been Henry and Greasy Wolf’s name had
been George.Henry and George, a voice would scream along with the rushing of visions in
Dave’s head. Henry and George, Henry and George, Henry and George, you little shit.And Dave
would tell the voice in his head that he was not a little shit. He was the Boy Who’d Escaped the
Wolves. And sometimes to keep the visions at bay, he’d replay his escape in his head, detail by
detail—the crack he’d noticed by the hinge in the bulkhead door, the sound of their car pulling
away as they went out for a round of drinks, the screw with the missing head he’d used to pry the
crack open wider and wider until the rusty hinge snapped and a chunk of wood in the shape of a
knife blade cracked away with it. He’d come out of the bulkhead, this Boy Who Was Smart, and
he’d scrambled straight off into the woods and followed the late afternoon sun to the Esso
station a mile away. It was a shock to see it—that round blue-and-white sign already lit for the
night, even though there was still some daylight left. It stabbed something in Dave, the neon
white. It made him drop to his knees at the place where the woods ended and the ancient gray
tarmac began. That’s how Ron Pierrot, the owner of the station, found him: on his knees and
staring up at the sign. Ron Pierrot was a thin man with hands that looked like they could snap a
lead pipe, and Dave often wondered what would have happened if the Boy Who Escaped the



Wolves had actually been a character in a movie. Why, he and Ron would have bonded and Ron
would have taught him all the things fathers teach their sons, and they would have saddled up
their horses and loaded up their rifles and gone off on endless adventures. They would have had
a great old time, Ron and the Boy. They would have been heroes, out in the wild, conquering all
those wolves.IN SEAN’S DREAM, the street moved. He looked into the open doorway of the car
that smelled like apples, and the street gripped his feet and slid him toward it. Dave was inside,
scrunched up on the far side of the seat against the door, his mouth open in a silent howl, as the
street carried Sean toward the car. All he could see in the dream was that open door and the
backseat. He couldn’t see the guy who’d looked like a cop. He couldn’t see his companion who’d
sat in the front passenger seat. He couldn’t see Jimmy, though Jimmy had been right beside him
the whole time. He could just see that seat and Dave and the door and the trash on the floor.
That, he realized, had been the alarm bell he hadn’t even realized he’d heard—there had been
trash on the floor. Fast-food wrappers and crinkled-up bags of chips and beer and soda cans,
Styrofoam coffee cups and a dirty green T-shirt. Only after he’d woken up and considered the
dream did he realize that the floor of the backseat in his dream had been identical to the floor of
the car in real life, and that he hadn’t remembered the trash until now. Even when the cops had
been in his house and asked him to think—really think—about any detail he might have forgotten
to tell them, it hadn’t occurred to him that the back of the car had been dirty, because he hadn’t
remembered it. But in his dream, it had come back to him, and that—more than anything—had
been why he’d realized, without realizing it, somehow, that something was wrong about the
“cop,” his “partner,” and their car. Sean had never seen the backseat of a cop car in real life, not
up close, but a part of him knew that it wouldn’t be filled with trash. Maybe underneath all the
trash had lain half-eaten apple cores, and that’s why the car smelled as it had.His father would
come into his bedroom a year after Dave’s abduction to tell him two things.The first was that
Sean had been accepted to Latin School, and would begin seventh grade there in September.
His father said he and Sean’s mother were real proud. Latin was where you went if you wanted to
make something out of yourself.The second thing he said to Sean, almost as an afterthought,
when he was halfway out the door:“They caught one of them, Sean.”“What?”“One of the guys
who took Dave. They caught him. He’s dead. Suicide in his cell.”“Yeah?”His father looked back at
him. “Yeah. You can stop having nightmares now.”But Sean said, “What about the other
one?”“The guy who got caught,” his father said, “he told the police the other one was dead, too.
Died in a car accident last year. Okay?” His father looked at him in such a way that Sean knew
this was the last discussion they’d have on the subject. “So wash up for dinner, pal.”His father left
and Sean sat on his bed, the mattress lumpy where he’d placed his new baseball glove, a ball
wrapped inside, thick red rubber bands wrapped tightly around the leather.The other one had
died, too. In a car wreck. Sean hoped he’d been driving the car that had smelled of apples, and
that he’d driven it off a cliff, took that car straight down to hell with him.IISAD-EYED
SINATRAS(2000)3TEARS IN HER HAIRBRENDAN HARRIS LOVED Katie Marcus like crazy,
loved her like movie love, with an orchestra booming through his blood and flooding his ears. He



loved her waking up, going to bed, loved her all day and every second in between. Brendan
Harris would love Katie Marcus fat and ugly. He’d love her with bad skin and no breasts and thick
fuzz on her upper lip. He’d love her toothless. He’d love her bald.Katie. The trill of her name
sliding through his brain was enough to make Brendan feel like his limbs were filled with nitrous
oxide, like he could walk on water and bench-press an eighteen-wheeler, toss it across the
street when he was finished with it.Brendan Harris loved everyone now because he loved Katie
and Katie loved him. Brendan loved traffic and smog and the sound of jackhammers. He loved
his worthless old man who hadn’t sent him a single birthday or Christmas card since he’d walked
out on Brendan and his mother when Brendan was six. He loved Monday mornings, sitcoms that
couldn’t make a retard laugh, and standing in line at the RMV. He even loved his job, though he
wouldn’t be going in ever again.Brendan was leaving this house tomorrow morning, leaving his
mother, walking out that shabby door and down those cracked steps, up the great wide street
with cars double-parked all over the place and everyone sitting on the stoops, walking out like he
was in a goddamned Springsteen song, and not the Nebraska-Ghost-of-Tom-Joad Springsteen,
but the Born-to-Run-Two-Hearts-Are-Better-Than-One-Rosalita-(Won’t-You-Come-Out-Tonight)
Bruce, the anthem Bruce. Yeah, an anthem; that’s what he’d be as he walked right down the
middle of the asphalt whether bumpers rode the backs of his legs and horns honked, going right
up that street and into the heart of Buckingham to take his Katie’s hand, and then they were
leaving it all behind for good, hopping on that plane and going to Vegas and tying the knot,
fingers entwined, Elvis reading from the Bible, asking if he took this woman, and Katie saying
she took this man and then—then, forget about it, they were married and they were gone and
they were never coming back, no way, just him and Katie and the rest of their lives lying open
and clean before them like a lifeline scrubbed of the past, scrubbed of the world.He looked
around his bedroom. Clothes packed. American Express traveler’s checks packed. High-tops
packed. Pictures of him and Katie packed. Portable CD player, CDs, toiletries packed.He looked
at what he was leaving behind. Poster of Bird and Parrish. Poster of Fisk waving that home run
fair in ’75. Poster of Sharon Stone, sheathed in white (rolled up and under his bed since the first
night he’d snuck Katie in here, but still…). Half his CDs. Fuck it; he hadn’t listened to most of
them but twice. MC Hammer for Christ’s sake. Billy Ray Cyrus. My Gawd. A pair of kick-ass Sony
speakers to supplement a Jensen desktop system, two hundred watts total, paid for last summer
when he’d done some roofing for Bobby O’Donnell’s crew.Which is how he’d first come close
enough to Katie to strike up a conversation. Jesus. Just a year ago. Sometimes it felt like a
decade, in a good way, and other times it felt like a minute. Katie Marcus. He’d known of her, of
course; everyone in the neighborhood knew of Katie. She was that beautiful. But few people
really knew her. Beauty could do that; it scared you off, made you keep your distance. It wasn’t
like in the movies where the camera made beauty seem like something that invited you in. In the
real world, beauty was like a fence to keep you out, back you off.But Katie, man, from that first
day she’d come by with Bobby O’Donnell, and then he’d left her at the site while he and a few of
his boys tore off across town to conduct some pressing business, left Katie behind like they’d



forgot they ever had her—from that very first day, she was so basic and normal; she hung with
Brendan as he applied flashing to the roof as if she was just another dude. She knew his name,
and she said, “How come a guy as nice as you, Brendan, is working for Bobby O’Donnell?”
Brendan. The word coming out of her mouth like she said it every day, Brendan up there with his
knees on the edge of the roof feeling like he was going to swoon right off it. Swoon. No shit.
That’s what she did to him.And tomorrow, soon as she called, they were gone. Gone together.
Gone forever.Brendan lay back on his bed and pictured the moon of her face floating above him.
He knew he’d never sleep. He was too keyed up. But he didn’t mind. He lay there, Katie floating
and smiling, her eyes shining in the darkness behind his eyes.AFTER WORK THAT NIGHT
Jimmy Marcus had a beer with his brother-in-law, Kevin Savage, at the Warren Tap, the two of
them sitting at the window and watching some kids play street hockey. There were six kids, and
they were fighting the dark, their faces gone featureless with it. The Warren Tap was tucked away
on a side street in the old stockyard district, and this made it great for hockey because there
wasn’t much traffic but shit for night games because none of the streetlights had worked in a
decade.Kevin was good company because he didn’t talk much in general and neither did Jimmy,
so they sat and sipped their beers and listened to the scuffle and scrape of rubber soles and
wooden stick blades, the sudden metallic clang of the hard rubber ball banging off a hubcap.At
thirty-six, Jimmy Marcus had come to love the quiet of his Saturday nights. He had no use for
loud, packed bars and drunken confessions. Thirteen years since he’d walked out of prison, and
he owned a corner store, had a wife and three daughters at home, and believed he’d traded the
wired-up boy he’d been for a man who appreciated an even pace to his life—a slowly sipped
beer, a morning stroll, the sound of a baseball game on the radio.He looked out onto the street.
Four of the kids had given up and gone home, but two remained in the street, shrouded by the
dark, scrabbling over that ball. Jimmy could barely make them out, but he could feel the fury of
their energy in the slap of their sticks, the mad scramble of their feet.It had to go somewhere, all
that youthful uncoiling. When Jimmy was a kid—hell, until he was almost twenty-three—that
energy had dictated his every action. And then…then you just learned how to stow it someplace,
he guessed. You tucked it away.His eldest daughter, Katie, was in the midst of that process now.
Nineteen years old and so, so beautiful, all her hormones on red alert, surging. But lately he’d
noticed an air of grace settling in his daughter. He wasn’t sure where it had come from—some
girls grew into womanhood gracefully, others remained girls their whole lives—but it was there in
Katie all of a sudden, a peacefulness, a serenity even.At the store this afternoon, as she was
leaving, she’d kissed Jimmy’s cheek and said, “Later, Daddy,” and five minutes afterward Jimmy
realized he could still feel her voice in his chest. It was her mother’s voice, he realized, slightly
lower and more confident than the voice he remembered his daughter having, and Jimmy found
himself wondering when it had made its home in his daughter’s vocal cords and why he hadn’t
noticed it until now.Her mother’s voice. Her mother, almost fourteen years dead now, and coming
back to Jimmy through their daughter. Saying: She’s a woman now, Jim. She’s all grown up.A
woman. Wow. How’d that happen?DAVE BOYLE hadn’t even planned on going out that



night.Saturday night, sure, after a long week of work, but he’d reached an age where Saturday
didn’t feel much different than Tuesday, and drinking at a bar didn’t seem all that much more
enjoyable than drinking at home. Home, at least, you controlled the remote.So he’d tell himself
later, after it was all over and done, that Fate had played a hand. Fate had played a hand in Dave
Boyle’s life before—or at least luck, most of it bad—but it had never felt like a guiding hand
before, more like a pissy, moody one. Fate sitting up in the clouds somewhere, someone saying
to him, Bored today, Fate? Fate going, A bit. Kinda think I’ll fuck with Dave Boyle, though, cheer
myself right up. What’re you gonna do?So Dave knew Fate when he saw it.Maybe that Saturday
night, Fate was having a birthday or something, decided to finally give ol’ Dave a break, let him
release some steam without suffering the consequences, Fate saying, Take a swing at the world,
Davey. I promise it won’t swing back this time. As if Lucy, holding the football for Charlie Brown
and just this once not being a bitch about it, allowed him to kick it clean. Because it hadn’t been
planned. It hadn’t. Dave, alone late at night in the days afterward, would hold out his hands as if
speaking to a jury and say that softly to the empty kitchen: You have to understand. It wasn’t
planned.That night, he’d just come down the stairs after kissing his son, Michael, good night and
was heading to the fridge for a beer when his wife, Celeste, reminded him that it was Girls’
Night.“Again?” Dave opened the fridge.“It’s been four weeks,” Celeste said in that playful
singsong of hers that gnawed at the ridges of Dave Boyle’s spine sometimes.“No kidding.” Dave
leaned against the dishwasher and cracked his beer. “What’s tonight’s selection?”“Stepmom,”
Celeste said, eyes bright, hands clasped together.Once a month, Celeste and three of her
coworkers at Ozma’s Hair Design got together at Dave and Celeste Boyle’s apartment to read
one another’s tarot cards, drink a lot of wine, and cook something they’d never tried before. They
capped off the evening by watching some chick movie that was usually about some driven but
lonely career woman who found true love and big dick with some baggy-balled old cowhand, or
else it was about two chicks who discovered the meaning of womanhood and the true depths of
their friendship just before one of them caught some long-ass illness in the third act, died all
beautiful and perfectly coifed on a bed the size of Peru.Dave had three options on Girls’ Night:
he could sit in Michael’s room and watch his son sleep, hide out in the back bedroom he shared
with Celeste and thumb through the cable choices, or tip the hell on out the door and find
someplace where he wouldn’t have to listen to four women getting all sniffly because Baggy
Balls decided he couldn’t be tied down and rode back into the hills in pursuit of the simple
life.Dave usually chose Door #3.And tonight was no different. He finished his beer and kissed
Celeste, a small, milky curdle rippling through his stomach as she grabbed his ass and kissed
him back hard, and then he walked out the door and down the stairs past Mr. McAllister’s
apartment and out through the front door into Saturday night in the Flats. He thought about
walking down to Bucky’s or over to the Tap, stood in front of the house for a few minutes
debating, but then decided to drive instead. Maybe go up to the Point, take a gander at the
college girls and yuppies who’d been flocking there in droves lately—so many elbowing into the
Point, in fact, that a few had even begun to trickle down into the Flats.They snapped up the brick



three-deckers that suddenly weren’t three-deckers anymore but Queen Annes. They encased
them in scaffolding and gutted them, workers going in day and night until three months later, the
L.L. Beans parked their Volvos out front, carried their Pottery Barn boxes inside. Jazz would
creep out softly through their window screens, and they’d buy shit like port from Eagle Liquors,
walk their little rat-dogs around the block, and have their tiny lawns sculpted. It was only those
brick three-deckers so far, the ones up by Galvin and Twoomey Avenue, but if the Point was any
kind of indicator, soon you’d see Saabs and gourmet grocery store bags by the dozen as far
down as the Pen Channel at the base of the Flats.Just last week, Mr. McAllister, Dave’s landlord,
had told Dave (idly, casually), “Housing values are going up. I mean, way, way up.”“So you sit on
it,” Dave said, looking back at the house where he’d had his apartment going on ten years, “and
somewhere down the road you—”“Somewhere down the road?” McAllister looked at him. “Dave,
I could drown on the property taxes. I’m fixed income, for Christ’s sake. I don’t sell soon? Two,
maybe three years, fucking IRS’ll take it from me.”“Where would you go?” Dave thinking, Where
would I go?McAllister shrugged. “I dunno. Weymouth maybe. Got some friends in
Leominster.”Saying it like he’d already made some calls, dropped in on a few open houses.As
Dave’s Accord rolled into the Point, he tried to remember if he knew anyone his age or younger
who lived up here anymore. He idled at a red light, saw two yups in matching cranberry
crewnecks and khaki cargo shorts sitting on the pavement outside what used to be Primo’s
Pizza. It was called Café Society now, and the two yups, sexless and strong, spooned ice cream
or frozen yogurt into their mouths, tanned legs stretched across the sidewalk and crossed at the
ankles, gleaming mountain bikes leaning against the storefront window under a shiny wash of
white neon.Dave wondered where the hell he was going to live if the frontier mentality rolled the
frontier right over him. On what he and Celeste made together, if the bars and pizza shops kept
turning into cafés, they’d be lucky to qualify for a two-bedroom in the Parker Hill Projects. Get put
on an eighteen-month waiting list so they could move into a place where stairwells smelled like
piss, and rat corpses rotted their stench straight through moldy walls, and junkies and
switchblade artists roamed the halls, waiting for your white ass to fall asleep.Ever since a Parker
Hill homey had tried to jack his car while he was in it with Michael, Dave kept a .22 under the
seat. He’d never fired it, not even at a range, but he held it a lot, sighted down the barrel. He
allowed himself the indulgence of wondering what those two matching yups would look like at
the other end of the barrel, and he smiled.But the light had turned green, and he was still
stopped, and the horns erupted behind him, and the yuppies looked up and stared at his dented
car to see what all the commotion was about in their new neighborhood.Dave rolled through the
intersection, suffocating on their sudden stares, their sudden, unreasonable stares.THAT NIGHT
Katie Marcus went out with her two best friends, Diane Cestra and Eve Pigeon, to celebrate
Katie’s last night in the Flats, last night, probably, in Buckingham. Celebrate like gypsies had just
sprinkled them with gold dust, told them all their dreams would come true. Like they shared a
winning scratch ticket and had all gotten negative pregnancy test results on the same day.They
slapped their packs of menthols down on a table in the back of Spires Pub and threw back



kamikaze shots and Mich Lights and shrieked every time a good-looking guy shot one of them
The Look. They’d eaten a killer meal at the East Coast Grill an hour before, then drove back into
Buckingham and sparked up a joint in the parking lot before walking into the bar. Everything—
old stories they’d heard each other tell a hundred times, Diane’s recounting of the latest beating
from her asshole boyfriend, Eve’s sudden lipstick smear, two chubby guys waddling around the
pool table—was hilarious.Once the place got so jammed folks were standing three deep at the
bar and it started taking twenty minutes to get a drink, they moved on toward Curley’s Folly in the
Point, smoking another joint in the car, Katie feeling the jagged shards of paranoia scrape the
edges of her skull.“That car’s following us.”Eve looked at the lights in the rearview. “It ain’t.”“It’s
been behind us since we left the bar.”“Friggin’ Katie, man, that was, like, thirty seconds
ago.”“Oh.”“Oh,” Diane mimicked, then hiccuped a laugh, passed the joint back to Katie.Eve
deepened her voice. “It’s quiet.”Katie saw where this was going. “Shut up.”“Too quiet,” Diane
agreed, and burst out laughing.“Bitches,” Katie said, trying for an edge of annoyance but
catching the crest of a giggle-fit wave instead. She fell onto the backseat, losing it, the back of
her head landing between the armrest and the seat, cheeks getting that pins-and-needles
sensation they always got those rare times she smoked pot. The giggles subsided and she felt
herself go all dreamy as she fixated on the pale dome light, thinking this was it, this was what
you lived for, to giggle like a fool with your giggling-fool best friends on the night before you’d
marry the man you loved. (In Vegas, okay. With a hangover, okay.) Still, this was the point. This
was the dream.FOUR BARS, three shots, and a couple of phone numbers on napkins later,
Katie and Diane were so trashed they hopped up on the bar at McGills and danced to “Brown
Eyed Girl” even though the jukebox was silent. Eve sang, “Slipping and a sliding,” and Katie and
Diane slipped and slid all along the waterfall with you, getting their hips into it, shaking their hair
until it covered their faces. At McGills, the guys had thought it was a riot, but twenty minutes later
at the Brown, they couldn’t even get through the door.Diane and Katie had Eve propped up
between them at this point, and she was still singing (Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will Survive” by this
time), which was half the problem, and swaying like a metronome, which was the other half.So
they got the boot even before they could enter the Brown, which meant the only option left in
terms of serving three legless East Bucky girls was the Last Drop, a clammy dump in the worst
section of the Flats, a horror-show three-block stretch where the scaggiest hookers and johns
did their mating dance and any car without an alarm lasted about a minute and a half.Which is
where they were when Roman Fallow showed up with his latest guppy of a girlfriend, Roman
liking his women small and blond and big-eyed. Roman’s appearance was good news for the
bartenders because Roman tipped somewhere in the neighborhood of 50 percent. Bad news for
Katie, though, because Roman was friends with Bobby O’Donnell.Roman said, “You a tad
hammered there, Katie?”Katie smiled because Roman scared her. Roman scared just about
everyone. A good-looking guy, and smart, he could be funny as hell when he felt like it, but man
there was a hole in Roman, a complete lack of anything resembling real feeling that hung in his
eyes like a vacancy sign.“I’m a bit buzzed,” she admitted.That amused Roman. He gave her a



short laugh, flashed his perfect teeth, and took a sip of Tanqueray. “A bit buzzed, huh? Yeah,
okay, Katie. Let me ask you something,” he said gently. “You think Bobby would like hearing you
were making a fucking ass of yourself at McGills tonight? You think he’d like hearing
that?”“No.”“’Cause I didn’t like hearing it, Katie. You see what I’m saying?”“Right.”Roman cupped
a hand behind his ear. “What’s that?”“Right.”Roman left his hand where it was, leaned into her.
“I’m sorry. What?”“I’ll go home right now,” Katie said.Roman smiled. “You sure? I don’t want to
make you do anything you don’t feel like.”“No, no. I’ve had enough.”“Sure, sure. Hey, can I settle
your tab?”“No, no. Thanks, Roman, we already paid cash.”Roman slung his arm around his
bimbo. “Call you a cab?”Katie almost slipped up and said she’d driven here, but she caught
herself. “No, no. This time of night? We’ll flag one down no problem.”“Yeah, you will. All right then,
Katie, we’ll be seeing you.”Eve and Diane were already at the door, had been, in fact, since
they’d first seen Roman.Out on the sidewalk, Diane said, “Jesus. You think he’ll call
Bobby?”Katie shook her head, though she wasn’t positive. “No. Roman doesn’t deliver bad
news. He just takes care of it.” She put her hand over her face for a moment and in the darkness,
she felt the alcohol turn to an itchy sludge in her blood and the weight of her aloneness. She’d
always felt alone, ever since her mother had died, and her mother had died a long, long time
ago.In the parking lot, Eve threw up, some of it splashing against one of the rear tires of Katie’s
blue Toyota. When she was finished, Katie fished some mouthwash from her purse, handed the
small bottle to Eve. Eve said, “You going to be okay to drive?”Katie nodded. “What’s it, fourteen
blocks from here? I’ll be fine.”As they pulled out of the parking lot, Katie said, “Just one more
reason to leave. One more reason to get the hell out of this whole shitty neighborhood.”Diane
piped up with a halfhearted “Yeah.”They rolled cautiously through the Flats, Katie keeping the
needle at twenty-five, staying in the right lane, concentrating. They stayed on Dunboy for twelve
blocks, then cut down Crescent, the streets darker, quieter. At the base of the Flats, they drove
along Sydney Street, heading for Eve’s house. During the drive, Diane had decided to crash on
Eve’s couch rather than go over to her boyfriend Matt’s house and eat a ration of shit for showing
up hammered, so she and Eve got out under the broken streetlight on Sydney Street. It had
begun to rain, spitting against Katie’s windshield, but Diane and Eve didn’t seem to notice.They
both bent at the waist and looked back in through the open passenger window at Katie. The
bitter drop the evening had taken in its last hour caused their faces to sag, their shoulders to
droop, and Katie could feel their sadness on the side of her face as she looked through the
windshield at the spitting drops. She could feel the rest of their lives weighing stilted and
unhappy on top of them. Her best friends since kindergarten, and she might never see them
again.“You going to be okay?” Diane’s voice had a high, bubbling pitch to it.Katie turned her face
toward them and smiled, giving it all she had even though the effort felt like it would rip her jaw in
half. “Yeah. ’Course. I’ll call you from Vegas. You’ll come visit.”
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Badmackdaddy, “A New Favorite. I saw the movie that Clint Eastwood interpreted but after 15
years, I barely remembered the story. This was one of the most compelling books I've ever read.
Not just the story but the writing. One of the few books in my life that I had trouble putting down. I
found myself waking up in the middle of the night to read it. It was the first Dennis Lehane I've
read and I found his prose to be romantic, dark, poetic, gritty, and touching. He let his characters
breathe and painted broad emotions, from venomous violence to silent tenderness, with equal
artistry. I can't wait to read my next Lehane book.”

Courtney, “Sad, shocking, powerful ..... Mystic River is my first Dennis Lehane book. After the
first paragraph, I knew I had a winner. This tale opens with three Boston kids, Sean , Jimmy, and
Dave, playing hockey in the street. Something happens to one of the boys that day that changes
the trajectory of their friendship and lives.25 years later, Jimmy, now an ex-con, loses his
daughter to a vicious murder. Sean is working the homicide, and Dave fits into the narrative.Lots
of plot twists, suspense, and good old fashioned storytelling.I rented the movie after completing
the book, it was just as good !”

TDB, “Thrilling, fast paced story. A well told story, in which you kind of actually like the
characters, even though most of them are bad guys. One of the biggest thugs in the story has a
pet cat that his nieces love to play with, and the ex con is a good family man and really cares
about his neighbors. But the guy who got wrongfully killed was getting ready to become a really
bad guy and you don't really care too much about him getting offed. All 3 of the main characters'
wives are disturbing in different ways, as well. The cop is a pretty awesome guy, though. All in all
a really exciting, well told story that messed with my sympathies a little bit but that is ok.
Recommend it to anyone, it's just as great as the movie.”

Thomas Moody, “"I'm exhausted from my mistakes and my rage and my bitter, bitter sadness.".
Cataloguing Dennis Lehane as a "mystery writer" is, to me, sort of like classifying LeBron James
as just a basketball player. Yes, Lehane writes books that have a mystery/thriller component to
them, but, just as James's ability now defines the game of basketball, Lehane's ability goes far
beyond a genre also. I would challenge all readers to undertake any of today's top names in the
field (Patterson, Baldacci, Grisham...) and read their top works side by side with Lehane's and
I'd wager that a marked literary difference would be not only immediately noticeable, but
profound. The intriguing difference with Lehane, it seems to me, is that he encompasses the
whole human experience with his novels. The characters have voice, depth and a priority in his
works that the others in this genre clearly lack. And once he's firmly established these
characters, the story then flows easily and with a believability uncommon in those others."Mystic
River", although a little dated now (2001), is a classic example of this. Bypassing the well
established pattern of other mystery/thriller works, Lehane, instead of immediately grabbing the



reader with his storyline, slowly but efficiently introduces us to the people and environment.
Centering essentially around three main characters, Sean Devine, Jimmy Marcus and Dave
Boyle, we watch as our protagonists are developed before the first major "event" of the story
ever ensues. Following them into adulthood, Lehane is brilliant with introducing and developing
subordinate characters.As kids, Dave, essentially the "weakest" of the three, is lured into what
they all think is a police car when they are all out arguing in the street in their suburban Boston
neighborhood. The car isn't a police car, of course, and Dave is actually abducted by pedophiles
and suffers four days of brutality before escaping. Fast forwarding to the present day, all of them
are adults with wives and families and we're witness now to a violent crime where Jimmy's
daughter is brutally murdered. Sean, a State Trooper, is brought in to help solve the crime and
the story is carried forward here in a nuanced three-pronged attack...Jimmy, not surprisingly an
ex-con now, slowly builds a revenge response as his grief grows; Sean's duty is overlayed with
his past while Dave's demons surface as he still battles the effects of that terrible four days.What
truly makes this novel stand out, however, is Lehane's ability to have the characters grow while
the plot unfolds. Brilliant dialogue, believable outcomes, all cast in an environment of low-middle
class Boston is a clear tone and backdrop throughout this work. Never is there any scene or
conversation that deviates from this firmly established basis and Lehane carries all of these
subplots to an almost obvious conclusion.Again, having this work characterized as a "mystery/
thriller" is only touching the surface. Dennis Lehane provides the reader with a true moral drama
here and this book branches out into so many other literary fields that are masterfully grasped
that it really should be undertaken by anyone who enjoys great writing. Please, do not judge this
on category alone...this is a consummate literary experience and should be enjoyed by all.
Highest recommendation.”

ajc, “Magnificent. This is one of the great novels. Lehane is a master of his craft and this multi-
layered, beautifully developed novel, with its multi-strand narrative shows him at the height of his
powers. Read it. It has all the sense of community of the best tv series and it has scenes which
are now seared in my mind.  Crime writing...writing...at its very best.”

Jade, “Gritty and suspenseful - would be a great holiday read. This was my first Lehane and I
enjoyed it very much. He is an extremely skilled plot-builder, and his characters are well-realised.
He is masterful when it comes to ratcheting up the tension and intrigue, making this the kind of
un-putdownable book that you could easily stay up all night reading. I really enjoyed the way he
used the third person narrative to explore the many different characters' perspectives and see
the story from a multitude of angles. Would definitely like to read more of his work as I love the
gritty, noirish style of his writing. The only qualm I have is that the story was dragged out just a
little too long, so as I was nearing the end I was getting a bit apathetic and losing interest in
discovering who the killer was.”



Aidan J. McQuade, “Deliver us from evil. Dave, Sean and Jimmy are childhood friends. But their
friendship, and for Dave his childhood, ends when Dave is abducted from the street outside
Sean's house by two pedophiles posing as cops. 25 years later Dave and Jimmy are still living in
the same neighbourhood, Dave in a dead end job, Jimmy running a local store. When Jimmy's
daughter, Katie, is murdered Sean, now a homicide cop with the state police, is assigned to the
investigation.Many of Lehane's trademark concerns are in place in this book: violence against
children and child abuse (as was the focus in Gone Baby, Gone); a strong Greene Catholic
morality; life and community in working class Irish Boston; and, more lightheartedly, the
vicissitudes of contemporary culture (In one passage Sean's partner Whitey actually discusses
who should play him in the movie version of the case. "Brian Dennehy" is his conclusion. He is
ultimately played by the great Laurence Fishburne, which would probably have annoyed
Whitey...if he were a real person).Like The Killing, which this book predates, it does the unusual
thing in crime fiction of keeping a focus on the bereaved and the details of bereavement not just
the investigation. It is also in many respects, another rarity, a character driven crime novel:
alongside the compelling procedural account of Sean's investigation is the story of the
consequences of Katie's killing on, in particular, Dave and Jimmy, and it is from this that much of
the tension and dread in the novel derives.Mystic River is a gripping, out of the ordinary crime
novel, powerful and bleak. It is probably Dennis Lehane's masterpiece: an exquisitely written
exploration of violent crime and its consequences in a working class Massachusetts
neighbourhood.”

Richard Barber, “Is this the perfect crime novel?. Here's the thing. Somehow, in between Dennis
Lehane books, I forget how brilliant he is. I mean genuinely awesome. Good crime novels keep
you guessing to the end. Great crime novels give you just enough so you work out a couple of
lines before it's revealed in the story.Perfect crime novels..... Now that's something else. Mystic
River is perfect. Beautiful writing. An immersive plot. Real characters. Bucket loads of emotion.”

The book by Dennis Lehane has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,869 people have provided feedback.
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